Guillow’s Foam and Balsa Wood Gliders Review + Giveaway
Spring has Sprung and we are outside more enjoying the beautiful
weather. And my son is loving spending his time outside with his new
favorite planes from Guillow’s. When I got the email offering them for
review, he was a little bit nervous that he wouldn’t be able to this set by
himself, but the Guillow’s Foam and Balsa Gliders for beginners kits were
perfect for him. He was done we several on his own (he is 9) in just a few
short minutes.
He was able to read the directions and have the big Foam plane done is just a
few minutes and it was ready for take off!
And in just a few seconds it was stuck in that tree ;) But we didn’t care – that
means it flew really far on it’s inaugural flight! Plus, since the plane was so
big, getting it down was a breeze. The plane does come with really cool
decals, but we couldn’t wait to try flying it!
Once Steven conquered the foam planes, he headed straight for the wooden
ones. He was able to get those almost done by himself, and when he needed
help, my husband helped and they were still done in under 5 minutes.

Guillow’s toy airplanes haven’t changed much since dad and grandpa were kids. Even their prices start at an amazing
$1.79 — giving the sense of the good-ole-days.
These kits would make for GREAT additions to Easter Baskets!
For 88 years Guillow’s has sparked wonder in childhood. Today’s kids may adore their electronics and software and bigscreen games, but hand them a $3 airplane kit and watch! They will discover the joy of being outside and flying a toy
plane they constructed with their own hands. Foam Kits include the Sky Raider ($6.99) and Delta Dart ($3.99). The
airplane model company is known for its Balsa Gliders and suggests four models for beginners including Jetstream
($3.59), Eagle ($1.79) and Sky Streak ($3.09).

Guillow’s wide range of build-it-yourself kits are sold at hobby shops and online at Amazon.com. Ideal for an afternoon
with Dad or the next-door-neighbor’s kid. Best of all, all of these gliders are easy to assemble, with an estimated assembly
time of 5 minutes.
Make sure to visit Guillow’s On Facebook to stay social!
While you are at it – make sure to check out all the fun recipes and giveaways here on Having Fun Saving :) Find Having
Fun Saving on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, and Google +.

